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Important Email Information

You will receive an email from PSPE 2020 Virtual Conference <no-reply@pheedloop.com>, with the Subject: Virtual Event Portal Access.

This is your Login information to the Virtual Event Page.

Do not lose this email!

Contact PSPE 2020 Conference Help Desk at 717-441-6051 if you do!
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Welcome to the Conference Lobby

Welcome to the PSPE 2020 Virtual Conference
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A - Upon logging into the conference site, you will see the Virtual Event Lobby
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B - Scroll here to see the most up to date information for all attendees to see in Event Announcements.
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C - Attendees will navigate throughout the entire conference using this Menu Bar
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D - Red numbers will appear in the Notification Center when another attendee has sent you a message or if any announcements may have come up while you were not in the lobby.
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E - You can carry on public conversations with other attendees in the Public Lobby Chat.
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The following slides will go over the Menu Bar options in further detail.
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A – This is how your name and profile picture will look to other attendees
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B - Upon logging into the conference site, you will see the Virtual Event Lobby
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C – Access the sessions you plan to attend through this menu tab
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D - Connect with vendors in the Marketplace who can help you find solutions
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E – Connect with fellow colleagues, speakers, vendors, and sponsors in the Networking tab
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F – Update your bio, profile picture, and social media links in the Account tab.
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G - Navigate through Pheedloop generated frequently asked questions, or other issues you may experience during the virtual conference through the Help tab.
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H – While it is not necessary to logout of the virtual event every day, this option is available
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Watch all the sessions through this tab
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A - Here you will see the list of sessions offered at the conference
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B - The selected session’s full information is listed here (You can select full screen view)
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C - By scrolling down the page, you will see details about the speaker, a session abstract, and any attachments the speaker provided such as session slides, worksheets, etc.
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D - Ask questions of fellow attendees and the speaker in this chat area
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E - Scroll here to find the full list of the conference session offerings
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F - Search here for a specific session name or speaker. Use the filter to narrow your search by day, speaker, and even keywords
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The Sponsor Tab is where you find our sponsors who can help find solutions to every day challenges.
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A - The first listing is PSPE and will give an overview of the organization.
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B – Use these buttons to reach out to the vendors via their provided email, social media, or website. Private chat with them by selecting the ‘Start Chat’ button by their name. You can continue your conversation with them in the networking tab from there.
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C – View and download attachments provided by the vendors. Scrolling down will provide you with the vendor’s business bio and any videos they have connected to their vendor profile as well.
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D - Browse through the alphabetical listing of vendors
E - Publicly chat with all attendees and vendors. If you would like to privately chat use the Networking tab in the menu on the left.
See and start private chats in the Networking tab. All Attendees, Speakers, Vendors, and Sponsors will be found here, listed alphabetically by first name.
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A - This is an example of what a profile looks like at this year’s conference
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B – Use the start chat button to begin a private chat. If the attendee is logged in, the button will be split and a “Chat Live” button will appear. You can video conference, one-on-one with the other individual.
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C - The bio section is a great way to tell attendees about you and your role at your organization
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D - Toggle between attendees and booths to narrow your search. The chat box is the location where all your chats are stored, and the groups button allows you to start group discussions with other attendees.
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E - Search for someone specific or try the filters to find an individual quickly
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We look forward to seeing you LIVE next year. Stay safe, have a fantastic conference, and thank you!

Questions?

- PSPE Conference 2020 Help Desk
  Call 717-441-6051